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   AABDSP13822000050765                                                                                       

World war 1 caused a decrease in globak cooperation. Ireland wanted to break free of the United 

Kingdom because they were being controlled by the government. 
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   AABDSP13822000118376                                                                                     

Did you know increased global cooperation was an effect of World War 1? I think it was. 
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   AABDSP13822000120393                                                                                           

Increased global cooperation was not an effect of World War I, World Wor I made it hard to 

have global cooperation. In Source 3, Japan wants equal and just treatment in every respect, 

making no distinction. Their demand was rejected. In Source 6, Senator Frank Brandegee aslo 

talked about how the people in the U.S. rejected the President of the United States about electing 

a Democratic Congress in both branchesand how he wouldn't want another country to have 

control of his country. These sources shows the difficulties in global cooperation. Each country 

has thier own demands, which could be rejected even if the demand was just, and no county 

wanted their country to be controlld by another country who didn't even have their best interests 

in mind. Global cooperation was not increased but decreased due to the diffucilties in 

cooperating globally escpecailly after World War I. 
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   AABDSP13822000145517                                                                                          

World war 1 was not an effect that increased global cooperation. In source 5 it states,"They 

won't Dovetail." The picture in the article shows two people with puzzle pieces, and the pieces 

aren't the same meaning they don't think the treaty that was proposed of the world war will work. 
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   AABDSP13822000034350                                                                                         

Increased global cooperation was an effect of World War l because of the United States joining 

the League of Nations. In source 2 it states, " The proposed League of Nations... would make the 

United States of America a guarantor of that empire..." Once America joined the League, we had 

mde mre allies than ever before, and we now had protection from other aflicting countries.  
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   AABDSP13822000050104                                                                                        

the increased global coopration was not an effect of world war 1 because mant countrys were 

still against eachother at the time. also knowing that world war 2 happens after also tells you that 

many countrys didnt like eachother . 
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   AABDSP13822000050364                                                                                          

increased global cooperation was not an effect of world war 1.this is false due to Ireland's 

decleration of independance from britian and Austrialia's reaction to the proposal of racial 

equality. 
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   AABDSP13822000154655                                                                                         

World War I did not increase gloabal cooperation. Instead, it seems to have lessened it. The 

United States entered a period of isolationism after the war. People had many different opinions 

about the government at this time. Source 5 states, "They won't Dovetail" , meaning the 

proposed constitution for the League of Nations and the Constitution of the United States did not 

add up or go together.  
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   AABDSP13822000034030                                                                                            

Increased global cooperation was an effect of WW1. As we can see, relations following the 

peace treaty, the Treaty of Versailles, were strengthened. In the articles introduction, it states, " 

The members of the league undertake to respect and preserve as against external aggression..." 

This proved that the participating countries came together in alliances. 
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   AABDSP13822000033857                 

The claim, increased global cooperation was an effect of World War 1, is misleading in different 

ways. One way this could be seen was in President Woodrow Wilson, address to the U.S. 

Congress when he stated, "National aspirations must be respeced: peoples may now be dominaed 

and governed only by their own consent." Another way this claim cna be opposed is from the 

news headlines about the U.S. Senate vote on the Treaty of Versailles "Senate Kills Treaty; 

Returns It to Wilson; Vote Is 49 to 35; 24 Democrates Oppose It." 
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